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Abst ract - -The  mathematical formulation and numerical solution of the linear feedback control 
problem associated with the Boussinesq equations are presented. We show that the unsteady solu- 
tions to the Boussinesq equations are stabilizable by internal controllers with exponential decaying 
property. Semidiscrete-in-time and full space-time discrete approximations are also studied. Some 
computational results are presented. ~) 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The control of viscous flows is very crucial to many technological nd scientific applications. So 
many mathematic ians and scientists have been studied in mathematical  nalysis and computa- 
tions of the optimal control problems for fluid flow: see [1-7] and references therein. But the 
computat ion of opt imal ly controlled flows based on solving the derived opt imal i ty system is ex- 
pensive in terms of CPU time and memory space. This is due to the fact that  such an approach 
involves a coupled system of state and adjoint equations with initial and final condit ions--th is  
system has to be solved on the entire t ime-space cylinder and it cannot be solved by march- 
ing in time. Therefore, there are practical interests and we need to develop another approach 
which gives similar results and less expensive solutions. From this point of view, feedback con- 
trol is an attract ive method. In this paper, we consider a dynamics of l inear feedback control 
for Boussinesq equations that describe the viscous incompressible fluid flow coupled to thermal 
dynamics. Dynamics and approximations for linear feedback control for tracking the velocity in 
Navier-Stokes [8] and B~nard flows [9] were considered. Our goal is to steer over t ime a candidate 
velocity field u and fluid temperature 0 to a target velocity field U and fluid temperature e by 
appropriately controlling the body forces of the velocity and temperature field. 
We consider the controlled Boussinesq equations, 
c~u 
0--t- - vAu  + (u- V)u  + Vp =/30g + f + F, in (0, T) x ~, (1.1) 
V -u  = 0, in (0, T) × 12, (1.2) 
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u[ofi = 0, u(0, x) = u0(x), (1.3) 
08 
0---/- nAt~ + (u.  V)0 = T + T, in (0,T) × fi, (1.4) 
01off = 0, 8(0, x) = 00(x), (1.5) 
where YI is a bounded open set in ]~2 with a C °¢ boundary 0~. Here u = (ul, u2) is the velocity 
vector, p is the pressure, 0 is the temperature of the fluid, f is a source field, T is a heat source. 
The functions F, u0, 7-, and 80 are given, g is a unit vector in the direction of gravitational 
acceleration, /3 > 0 is any positive number, v > 0 is the kinematic viscosity, and n > 0 is the 




- -  - vAu  + (u .  V )u  - ZOg + VP  = F, 
V.U  =0,  
and heat equation 
ULr -- o, u (o ,x )  = Uo(x) ,  
00 
o---t-  nAo  + (u .  V)O = T, 
O[r = 0, O(0,x) = Oo(x), 
where Uo # Uo and O0 # 0o. We denote F = 0ff. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the linear feedback control 
and prove the exponential decaying property. In Sections 3 and 4, we analyse the semidiscrete- 
in-time approximation and the fully discrete time approximation based on finite element approx- 
imations in space, respectively. In Section 5, some numerical tests are performed. 
2.  NOTATION AND FORMULATION OF  
THE FEEDBACK CONTROL PROBLEM 
We shall use the standard function spaces and their norms; for details see [10]. For any 
nonnegative integer m, we define the Sobolev space Hm(~)  by 
H'~(~) = {u E L2(ft):  D~u c L2(~) for 0 _< [a I _< m},  
where D'~u denotes the weak (or distributional) partial derivative and a is a multi-index, a = 
~ i  a~. Note that H°(f~) = L2(y~). We equip Hm(~)  with the norm 
]lu[12 = E [[D°ul]~" 
lal<_m 
The usual inner product associated with Hm(a) will be denoted by (., ')m- Let H;~(a) denote 
the closure of C~(a)  under the norm I1" lira, and Horn(a)  be the dual spaces of H~(a) .  
For vector-valued functions, we define the Sobolev space I-r'~(fl) (in all cases, boldface indicates 
vector-valued) by 
Hm(f l)  = {u l u~ e Hm(a) ,  i = 1,2}, 
where u = (ul, u2) and its associated norm by 
I~ '~ It 2 I 1/2 Itull,~ = ii ~L. • i=1
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We also define particular subspace 
L~(~) = IP • L2(~) : / pdx = O 1. 
We also define the solenoidal spaces 
Y(fl) = {u • C~(~) : V .u  = 0}, V(gt) = {u • H~(~) : V .u  = 0}, 
w(f l )  = {u • L~(fl) : V .u  = 0}.  
The spaces V(fl) and W(~) are closures of Y(fl) in Hl(fl) and L2(~), respectively. All sub- 
spaces are equipped with the norms inherited from the corresponding underlying spaces. For the 
spaces n2(~) and L2(~), we denote the inner product by (., .) and the norm by []-]]0 = [[' []. 
Given T, we introduce the notation LP((O, T); Hm(~)) for the temporal-spatial function spaces 
defined on (0, T) × t2 with the norm 
]]U]]Lp((O,T);X) : (j~oT ]]u]]P dt) lip 
In order to define the weak form of the Boussinesq equations, we introduce the following bilinear 
and trilinear forms: 
ao(u,v) = .LVu:  Vvdx, Vu, v • Hl(t~), 
al(tg, s) = L aV0. Vs dx, V0, s • Hl(gt), 
bo(u,v,w) = L (u -~Y)v-wdx,  Vu, v ,w • Hl(gt), 
bl(u,O,s) =.L(u. VO)sdx, Vu•Hl (a ) ,  VO, s • gl(gt), 
c(v, q) = - . IqV  .vdx, Vv • Hl(f~), Vq • L2(fl), 
d(O,v)=Z/aOg'vdx, Vv • HI(~), V0 • Hi(a).  
It is well known, for every u ,v ,w  • H~(~) and for every O,s • H~(£~), 
ao(v,v) = ~lJVvlJ = > ~Collull =, a~(0, 0) = ~llV0112 > ~ClllOII 2, 
Id(0,v)[ _< ~ll01111vll < ~CzllVollllVvll, 
and for every u • V(a) and for every O,s • Hi(a), 
bo(u, v, w) = -bo(u, w, v), 
b0(u,v,v) = 0, 
bl(u, 0, s) = -bl(u, s, 0), 
Ibo(u,v,w)l < v~llulll/211Vulll/211Vvllllwlll/~llVwll 1/2, 
Ibl(u,0, s)l _< ~ltulll/=llVulll/=llVOllllsll~/=llVsll ~/~ 
Vv, w • V(~), 
Vv • Hl(ft), 
51(u ,  0, ~) = 0, 
Vv, w • Hob(a), 
For details concerning notation employed and properties of the forms one may consult, e.g., 
references [11-13]. 
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We start with a precise definition of the admissible target velocity and temperature. (U, O) is 
said to be in the set brad of admissible target velocities and temperatures if U is a divergence-free 
vector field in the set {(u, 0) : u • C((0, T);H2(~)A H01(~)), 0 • C((O,T);H2(~)A H~(~2)) ]
Otu • C((O, T); HI(~)), OtO • C((O, T); HI(~)) and satisfy equations (2.1)-(2.5)}. 
OU 
0--7 - vAU + (U- V)U - ~Og + VP = F, (2.1) 
V. U = 0, (2.2) 
and heat equation 
Ulr = 0, u(o, x) = U0(x), (2.3) 
00 
0--7 - ~ZxO + (U .  V)O = :r, (2.4) 
Ol~ = 0, o(0, x) = Oo(x). (2.~) 
Let u e L2((0, T);H~(~)), p • L2((O,T);L2(~)), and 8 • L2((O,T);H~(~)) denote the 
state variables, i.e., the velocity, pressure, and temperature fields, respectively. Let f + F • 
L2((0, T); L2(~)) and r + 7- • L2((0, T); L2(~)) denote the distributed controls. The state vari- 
ables are constrained to satisfy the weak form of the Boussinesq equations (1.1)-(1.5) a.e. for t 
in (0, T), i.e., 
-bT' v + ~a0(u, v) + be(u, u, v) + c(v,p) = d(8, v) + (f + F, v), 
c(u ,  q) = 0, ;o0) --~,s +al(O,s)+bl(u,O,s)=(r+T,s), 
Vv C H01(~), (2.6) 
Vq • L2(~), (2.7) 
V s e He ~(~), (2.8) 
with homogeneous boundary conditions and initial velocity field u0(x) and initial temperature 
field 00(x) where (.,-) denotes the duality pairing between H~ (~) and H -1 (fl). 
Given T, f E L2((0, T);H- I (~)) ,  r e L2((O,T);H-I(fl)), u0 E V(~), and 00 • H~(~), 
(u,p, 8) is called a generalized solution f the Boussinesq equations if u • L2((0, T);H~(~)), 
p • L2((0, T); L02(~)), 0 • L2((0, T); Hol(fl)), and (u,p, 8) satisfies (2.6)-(2.8) with initial condi- 
tions u0 and 0o. 
An admissible solution for our control problem can be defined as follows. Given T, f E 
L2((0, T); L2(fl)), r • L2((O,T);L2(~)), u0 • V(D), 80 • Hol(D), and (U,O) e Uad, the solution 
(u,p, 8, f ,r)  of (2.6)-(2.8) is called an admissible solution for the control problem if (u,p, 8) • 
n2((0, T); H01(~)) x L2((0, T); L02(g/)) x L2((0, T); H~(t2)) is a solution of (2.6)-(2.8), and 
d 
d-/(llu - Ull = + 118 - Oil ~) < o, a.e. t c (0, T). (2.9) 
The set of all admissible solutions is defined as Aad. Constrained (2.9) arises from the desire 
to force (u, 0) close to the target fields (U, {3) and to keep it there. In fact, if the constraint 
in (2.9) were to be violated, we would have that the velocity and temperature (u, 8) would be 
driven away from the target velocity and temperature (U, 0). This is not admissible specially 
if (u, 8) have already matched the target (U, @). 
We now turn to the definition of our control problem. The controls are achieved by means of 
a linear feedback law relating the body forces to the velocity and temperature field, i.e., 
f = -~ l (u  - U ) ,  r = -~/2(e  - O) ,  (2.10) 
with % > M, % > N, for some positive numbers M and N which will be determined. 
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2.1. Dynamics  o f  the  Cont ro l  P rob lems 
Our goal is to have the controlled solution (u, 9) match (U, (3) over time, i.e., we want the 
solution (u, 9) to belong to the set of admissible solutions and ]]u - UH 2 + 119 - O1] 2 ~ 0 as t 
increases. We will prove that this decay property holds and furthermore that this decay is 
exponential. First, we show that the solution of the feedback control problem belongs to the set 
of admissible solutions and then that Ilu - UII 2 + ]19 - (3112 is driven to zero as time increases 
with exponential decay. Sometimes we shall use the notation w -- u - U and/z  = 0 - (3. 
THEOREM 2.1. I f  (u,p, 0, f,~-) is a solution of the linear feedback control problem (2.6)-(2.8) 
and (2.10) with 71 >-- M and 72 > N, then we have 
(i) (u,p,O,f ,T)  • Aad, i.e., 
d 
d~ (llwll2 + 11~112) < 0, a.e. t • (0, T); 
(ii) furthermore, 
I l u -  Ull2 + I I0-  (3112 _ (lluo - Uoll= + II0o - (30112) e -2% a .e . t• (O ,T ) ,  
with 7 = rain{71 - M, 72 - N},  71 - M > O, 72 - N > O, where 
and 
{1 
M = max 0, IIVUII~+cCO,T);U(n)) + ~ + 
+ 
8• 
By using the fact that 
b0(v ,w,w)  = 0, Vw • H01(~), (2.13) 
b l (u , , , , )  = 0, v ,  • H0~(~), (2.14) 
we see that if v = w and s = #, we can write (2.11),(2.12) as 
ld  
2 dt HwH2 + v[]Vwll2 + b0(w, U, w) = d(~, w) + (f, w), (2.15) 
ld  
2 dt [1~112 + ~rlV~ll2 + bl(W' (3' ~) = <T, }X>. (2.16) 
From the continuity of the trilinear form and the definition of the linear feedback control f and T 
we get 
ld  2 
2 ~llwl l  _< -vi lVwll  2 - 3'ltlwll 2 + v~llVUIIllVwllllwll + ~ll~llltwll, 
l d  2 
2 ~ I1~11 -< -.: l lV~ll 2 - ~211~112 + ~llwll lnl lVwll l /211VOll l lgl l l /~llV~ll l / :2 
N = max O,-fiIIVOIILo¢((O,T);L:(~)) + 2 
PROOF. 
(i) Using the definition of F and T and the fact that Vv C H~(fl) and Vs E H~(~),  we have 
bo(u, u, v) - bo(U, U, v) = bo(w, w, v) + bo(w, U, v) + bo(U, w, v), 
bl (u, 0, s) - bl (U, e, s) = 51(w, #, s) + bl (w, O, s) A- bl (U, #, s). 
Equations (2.6)-(2.8) can be written in the following convenient way: 
(Otw, v) + uao(w, v) + bo(w, w, v) + bo(w, U, v) + bo(U, w, v) = d(#, v) + (f, v>, (2.11) 
(0t#, s> + a,(#, s) + bl(W, #, s) + bl(w, (3, s) + bl(U, #, s) - (~-, s>. (2.12) 
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Using Young's inequality gives 
1 d[]wH2 < -v,]VwH 2 - 71HwH2 + 2i]Vw],2 + l i]~Cl]21iw][2 -1- ~H~H2 --~ --~2 'Lw]i 2 
2 
= -7111wH 2- 211VwH2 + 1,,VU,,2HwH2 + ~11#[12 + ~"w'l 2, 
1 d 2 v2 
//2 
By applying Poincard's inequality we obtain 
ld  ( _ l  v ) 
2dr (llwll2 + ll"ll2) <-  ~1-  I Ivol l  2 Z .2  - 2 K~ I lw l l2 -  ~4 Ilvwll2 
_ - (~1 - M)IIwII 2 - (~2 - N)II.II 2 
___ -~  (llwll 2 + 11.112), 
and thus Result (i) is obtained. 
(ii) Now, Gronwall's inequality gives 
(llu - Ull 2 + II0 - Oll 2) < (ilu0 - u0112 + II0o - o0112) e -2~t. t 
2.2. The Control  System 
In order to solve our problem we have to solve the following set of equations: 
(ut, v) + va0(u, v) + b0(u, u, v) + c(v,p) = d(O, v) + (F - 71w, v), 
e(u,q) = 0, (2.17) 
(Ot, s) +al(O,s) +bl(u,O,s) = ('T - 72#, s), 
Vv E Hol(a), Vq E L~(a), Vs E HI(F/) with initial conditions Uo(X) E V(f~) and Oo(x) e H~(a) 
and homogeneous boundary conditions. The existence of the solution can be proved by standard 
techniques; ee, e.g., [13,14]. 
It is convenient to write system (2.17) in terms of the variables w = u - U and/~ = 0 - O, i.e., 
(wt, v) +//do(W, v) + no(w, w, v) + bo(w, U, v) + bo(U, w,v) + c(v,p) 
= d(#,v) - 71(w,v), Vv e HI(a),  
c(w,q) = 0, Vq e Ho1(fl), (2.18) 
(~t,s) +al(#,s) + b~(w,#,s) + b~(w,O, s) + bl(U,#, s) = -72(#, s), Vs e HI(a),  
with initial conditions w(0, x) = Uo - U0 and #(0, x) = 0o - Oo and homogeneous boundary 
conditions. 
3. THE CONTROL PROBLEM IN  THE 
SEMIDISCRETE- IN -T IME APPROXIMATION 
3.1. Definit ion of the Semidiscrete- in-Time Approximat ion Prob lem 
In order to compute (approximations to) the solution discussed in the previous ection, we need 
to discretize problem (2.17) or (2,18) in time and space. Here, we give some considerations onthe 
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semidiscrete-in-time approximation. After discretization i time, this solution can be determined 
by marching in time through the solution of a sequence of stationary-like problems. 
N Let aN = {tn}n=0 be a partition of (0, T) into equal intervals with to = 0 and tN = T. We 
will denote the vector (q(1), q(2),..., q(g)) and the related space X g by ~ and X, respectively. 
The discretized target velocity and temperature (U, 6)) is defined by U(n)(x) = U(t, ,  x) and 
@(n)(x) = @(t~,x) for all n = 1, 2, . . . ,  N. Of course, (U, O) E Uad and their fixed body forces 
are defined as 
- U n-" + V)  - (3.1) 
F(~) (x )  = At - 
e(n)-e("-l) (U (n) V)O (n). (3.2) 
T(~)(x) = At - ~V20(") + " 
The state variables u E Hol(f~), p E L2(f~), and 8 E Hol(f~) are constrained to satisfy the weak 
form of the backward Euler discretization of the Boussinesq equations, i.e., for n = 1, 2, . . . ,  N, 
1-~"- (u(n) -- u(n--1)'Y) -~-lJao (U(n)'V) +b° (u(n)'u(n)'v) "+'c( 
:d  (8 (~), v) + (f(~) + F(n),v) , VvE Hl(f~), 
c(u(n),q) =0,  VqELo2(f~), 
1-1---- (8(n' --8(n--1),S) +al (8(n) $) +bl (ll(n),8(n),$) : (T(n)-~-~/'(n),S) 
At 
Vs e n0~(n), 
(3.3) 
with initial conditions u(°)(x) = Uo E V(f~) and 8(°)(x) = 80(x) E Hl(f~) and homogeneous 
boundary conditions. 
Given T, f c H- I (~),  T E H-l(f~), Uo E V(fl), and 80 E Hl(f~), (u, p, 8) is called a generalized 
solution for the Boussinesq semidiscrete-in-time approximation (3.3) if u E H~(fl), p E Lo2(fl), 
8 E H~(f~), and (u,p,8) satisfies the semidiscrete Boussinesq equations in (3.3) with initial 
conditions u(°) = u0 and 8 (0) = 80. 
Given T, u0 E V(fl) and 8o E Hol(f~), (u, p, 0, f, ~-) is called an admissible solution for control 
problem (3.3) if (u,p,8, f,T) E (H01(f~) x Lo2(f~) x Hol(f~) x L2(~) x L2(~)) is a solution of (3.3) 
and ([]w(n)[[2 + [[#(~)[] 2) <_ ([[w(n-1)[i2+][/z(n--1)][2) for n = 1,2,...  ,Y, where w (") --- u (n ) -U  (n) 
and #(n) = 8(~) _ O('q. 
In order to track the target velocity and temperature (U 00, O (~)) we assume discrete linear 
feedback control aw for the body forces, i.e., 
f(n) =--71 (u (n) -v (n ) )  and T(n) =--"/2(8(n)--o(n)), (3.4) 
with 71 >- M and 72 _> N. 
3.2. Dynamics of the Semidiscrete Approximat ion 
It can be shown, using techniques similar to those employed for the continuous problem, that 
II u('~) - u (n) [[ 2 + ][8 (n) - 0 (~) ][ 2 decays to zero; the decay is exponential for sufficiently small time 
step At. 
THEOREM 3.1. I f (u ,p,  8, f,T) is a solution of(3.3), then 
(a) (u, p, 8, f, T) is in the admissibility set, i.e., 
(w(n)  2+ #(n)2)_< (W(n_ I )2+ #(n- i )2 ) ,  fo rn=l ,2 , . . . ,N ;  
836 
(b) we have 
u(")(t) - u(")(t) 2 
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1 ?% 
+ 8(n) ( t ) _O( ,~) ( t )2< ( l+~TAt )  (Huo_UoH2+HSo_OoH2) 
for n = 1,2,... ,N  with 7 = min{71 - M,72 - N}, 71 -> M, and 72 > N, where 
and 
{ 1 2 fl v2 vCo} 
M = max 0, ~[IVUIIL~((0,T);U(a)) + ~ + 8~ 
1 4 /3 ~Cl } 
N = max O,+~-~IIVOIIL~((O,T);L~(~)) + 2 2 " 
PROOF. If we use (2.13),(2.14) and the definition off  (n) and T (n) in (3.4), then (3.3) for v = w (n), 
s = tt ('~) can be written as 
1 1 w(n) W(7%_1 ) 2 1 2At w(?%) 2+~ _ w(n_l) 2+u Vw (n) 2 
1 #(?%) 2 + 1 1 2At ~ ~(n) _ ]£(n-1) 2 ~t(n_l)[ 2 -~- t~ ~(n)  2 
- h--£7 




2At w(n) 2+/2 VwCn)2+b°(w(n)'U(?%)'w(?%)) 
1 < W(n_l) 2 -- ~/1 w(n) 2 + f~ ~(n) W(?% ) 
- 2At 
1 1 #(,) 2+s V#(,~)2+bl (w(n),O(?%),tt(,~)) < ~E~ #(,~-l)2_,72 #( - )2 .  
2At 
From the continuity of the trilinear form we get 
1 2At 1] w(n) 12+v ~TW(n)2_ V~[[VU[[ Vw (n) w (") +71 w(") 2 
1 
_f~ #(n) w(n) -<~-t  w(7%_1 ) 2, 
2At #(~) 2 +a V# (n) 2_  vf ~ w(?% ) 112 Vw(n ) I/2 [[VO[[ #(n) 1/2 V].t(?%) 112 
1 +~/2 #(n) 2 <_ 2-~ #(?%--1) 2. 
By applying Young's inequality and Poincard's inequality we obtain 
_~ ?w(~ ) 2+v~l jvuH ?w (~) w(~l _~ w(n) 2+/~ ~<~) w(~) 
_ ~ ~7/A(n ) 2+ V~ W (n) 1/2 ~w(n ) I/2 l]voU #(n) 1/2 ~7~(n) 1/2--72 /~(7%) 2 
v 
_< -v  Vw (=) = + ~ Vw(") = + lllvUll2 w (n) =-  ~n w (~) 2 + ~ w(~) = 
u 2 u 1 + _~ #(n) 2 _ ~ v~(") ~ + ~ w(?%) 2 + 7 Vw(") ~ + ~ Ilvoll 4 #(n) 2 
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+2 V#(n ) 2_72 #(n) 2 
( 1  ~ /22) w(n) 2 /.," VW(n) 2 
_<- 71- ; l lVU I f  2 ~ - 
_ (72_~_5,,V0,,, ~)  #( . )2_ ,  V#(. ) , 
<- (71-M)  w (n) 2_(3 ,2_N)  #(n) 2 
<--7(w( ' )  2+ /.t('> 5) 
or 
w'->l ,)< ,+ ,) - -~-~ 2At 
and thus Result (a) is obtained. Now, in order to prove (b) we can use the recursive inequality 
to get 
1 w(n) 2_{_ ]2(n ) 2_< ( . l+~TAt )  (tW(0)2 _ i]~(0) 12). ' 
We can note that using F (") and T ('~), defined in (3.1),(3.2), instead of F(tn, x) and T(tn, x), 
is crucial in the estimate. The use of F(t~,x) and T(t . ,x)  do not seem appropriate. In fact, if 
the derivatives axe approximated as in 
ut(t., x) = u(t., x) - u(t(._l), x) o~u(vl, x) At, 
/kt + Ot 2 
Ot(tn,x) = O(tn,x) -- O(t(n-1),X) At + 020(~2,0t 2 x)At, 
with ~1,772 E (t(n_l), tn), then (3.5) takes the form 
2At1 w(n) 2 + ~'t l  w(n) _ w(n_l)2_{_ u Vw(n ) 2+bo(w(n),u(n ), w(n) ) 
1 /02U ) = d (#(n), w(,0) + ~-~ w(n-U 2 + ~--~--At' w (n) - 3'1 w (n) 2, 
1 #(~) 2+ 1 #(~)_ 2At ~ /~(n-,) 2+ ~ V#(n ) 2_[_b 1 (W(n),O(n),#(n)) 
1 02 {~ n "/2 - -2At #(n - l )2+(_~_At ,#(  ) ) _  #(n) 2. 
By using the Schwartz and Young inequalities, we have 
02U n I w (n) Ot 2 L~ ((0,T);a) '
2At2 02 U 2 vCo w(~) 2 
~-~ v---~o 0t 2 L~((O,T);12) "~ ~ 
020 n (--~5-At, #( )) _< 020 
__b~_A t L~((0,T); f2) ~/(n) 
2/kt 2 02 O 2 /~C1 
~C-~- 0t 2 Lo~((O,T);12) + T /z(n) 2, 
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and thus 
w(n) 2+ #(n)2_<(1+2~At) -1  (w(n -1)  2+ #(n- i )2 )  
l /C  O ' t~C 1 ~ LOO '[- Ot  2 L ~ 
By substituting the recursive inequality in itself we find 
w(n) 2+ #(n) 2 
-< ( l+27At ) -~ (w(O) 2+ #(o)2)  
+ 4(At) 3 max + E(1  + 2~/At) - j  
j= l  
<( l+27At )_n(w(O)  2+ #(0)2)  
+ 2(At) 2 max uCo' ~C1 "7 -~ LO~ + Ot 2 L ~ 
_<( l+27At ) -n (w(O)  2+ #(o)2)  
~/ max vCo ~C1 Ot 2 L ~ + Ot 2 L ~ " 
Hence, since w (°) = uo - Uo and #(o) = 0o - Oo, we obtain 
2 
+ ,(~) ~ < (1 + 2~At)  -~ (lluo - Uoll ~ + li0o - Ooll 2) W (n) 
max l /~0, t~C 1 ~ L ~ -I- ~ L ~¢ • 
The estimate in Theorem 3.1 was independent of the magnitude of At; now, for large At and 
__~ L ~_02U  -DT2- L ~020 2 the error may be significant. 
REMARK 3.2. Of course, we can also define the body sources F (n) and O (n) as 
F (~) = F('~)(tn,x) and O ('~) = O('~)(tn,x). (3.6) 
In this case, we only can prove that 
2 
+ #(n) 2 _ (1 + 2~'At) -~ \(Hu° - Uo[I 2 + ]]0o - Ool[ 2) W (n) 
for n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N  in Theorem 3.1b. 
+ 2(At) 2 
max vCo'  tcC1 ~ ~ + Ot 2 L ~ ' 
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3.3. Solut ion of the Contro l  Prob lem 
In order to solve the semidiscrete-in-time control problem, we have to solve the system 
At 
: d (8(n),v) -~- (F(n) --'ff lW(n),v) , VV E"l(~-~),  
c(u(n),q)=O, VqeL~(a),  (3.7) 
l +o, (o(°,,,) 
At 
v s "0'("), 
for n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N with initial conditions Uo(X) • V(f~) and 8o(X) • H~(0) and homogeneous 
boundary conditions. The existence of the solution of this problem can be proved using standard 
techniques. We can remark that the problem in (3.7) is a finite collection of stationary-like 
problems that can be solved step-by-step until [lu (~) -U  (n) il2+ 118 (~) -0  (n) II 2 is sufficiently small. 
Since the solution is in the admissible set after this time the controlled flow u and temperature 8 
match the target flow U and temperature O, and subsequently never departs from them. 
4. THE CONTROL PROBLEM IN  THE FULLY  
D ISCRETE T IME-SPACE APPROXIMATION 
4.1. Assumpt ions  on the F in i te-E lement Spaces 
We recall the standard assumptions for finite-element methods used to discretize Boussinesq 
N systems. Let aN = {tn}n=O be a partition of (0, T) into N equal intervals with to = 0 and 
tN = T. Let Vh C n01(gl), Vh C H01(~), and Sh C L02(~) be three families of the finite- 
dimensional subspaces parameterized by h that tends to zero; commonly, h is chosen to be some 
measure of the grid size. These finite-dimensional function spaces are defined on an approximate 
domain ~h. For simplicity, we will state our results in this section by assuming ~th ---- 12. We 
assume that these finite-element spaces satisfy the following approximation properties: there 
exist an integer k and a constant C, independent of h, 
inf l lu -  uhlll --< Chmllullm+,, Vu • Hm+I(D) A H01(fl), 1 <_ m <_ k, 
UhEVh, 
inf liP-Phil <-ChmIIPllm, VpEHm(f~)ML2(fl), 1 <re<k,  
Ph E Sh 
inf [10 - 8hlla < ChmllSIIm+l, VO • Hm+l(f~) n H~(gt), 1 < m < k. 
Oh E Vh 
Next, we assume the inf-sup condition: there exists a constant C', independent of h, such that 
C(Vh,qh) > C, > O. inf sup 
IIv.ll llqhll 
This condition assures the stability of finite-element discretizations ofthe Boussinesq equations. 
To preserve the antisymmetry of the trilinear forms b0(u, v, w) and bl(u, 8, s) on the finite- 
element spaces which are in general not divergent-free, we introduce the modified trilinear forms 
(see [13]) 
1 
 0(u,v,w) =  {b0(u,v,w) - bo(u, w, v)}, 
1 
bi (u ,0 ,  s) -~ -~{bl(u,O,s) - bl(u,s,O)}, 
Vu, v ,w E H01(f~), 
vu  VO, s • 
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It can be easily verified that 
~o(u, ~, w) = 4o(u ,  w, v), 
bl(u,  0, S) = -b l (U ,  s, 0), 
bo(u,v,w) = bo(u,v,w), 
bo(u, v, v) = O, 
~(u,O,s) =/,~(u, O, s), 
~,~(u, 0, 0) = o, 
Vu • v (~) ,  
Vu, v ,w • Hlo(~), 
v u • v ( f l ) ,  
Vu • H01(a), 
Vv, w e H~(fl), 
VO, s • H~(a), 
VO, s e H~(fl), 
and 
~o(u ,v ,w)  <_ Kollull'/~llVull~/~llVvllllwll'/~llVwll~/~, Vu, v ,w • HI (~) ,  
bl(U, 0,8) _~ g~llull~/=llVull~/=llVOllllsll~/211Vsll~/=, Vu • I-I~(~), VO, s • H~(~). 
4.2. The Control  P rob lem in the Fully Discrete Time-Space Approximat ion 
We approximate (U, 0) • U~d with their projections U(h ~) = ~raU(tn,x) • Vh and e(h n) = 
7rhO(tn,X) • Vh. As (U,O) are in (H~(a) N H~(a)) x (H2(a) n H01(a)), from the theory of 
approximation (see [10]), there exist constants Ct and C2 independent from (U, O) and h such 
that 
u(n)  - U(hn) ~--- Clh2 U(n) 2' 
0(") - O(h~) <-- C2h20(n) 2' 
U<~) _ V <~)ll < Clh U (~) 2' h IIx-- 
0 (~)-O(h ~) ~<C2h 0 (~) 2" 
For the fixed body forces generated by (U, O), we define 
÷ ao 
Given T, f E Vh, 0 e Vh, uo E V(gt), and 0o E H01(fl), (Uh,Ph,Oh) is said to be a generalized 
solution for Boussinesq fully discrete time-space approximation if (Uh, Ph, Oh) E (Vh(fl) X Sh(gt) x 
Vh(Yt)) and, for n 1,2, . ,N,  " (~) ('~) = "" (Uh  ,Ph '0(n)) satisfies the following system of equations: 
A--t - u~ , v~)  + vao bo (u  C~) u (~) 
_ -  , ÷ ÷ , 
At 
Vsh e V~,(fl), 
(4.1) 
with initial conditions U(h °) = ~rhu0 and 0(h °) = 7rh00 and homogeneous boundary conditions. 
Given T, (U,O) E U~, uo E V(fl), and 00 E Hol(fl), then (Uh,Ph,Oh, fh, Th) in (Vh x Sh x 
Vh x Vh x Vh) is called an admissible solution for the fully discrete tracking control problem if 
(Uh,Ph,Oh) is a solution of (4.1) and ]l u(') - U(h")II 2 + I[0 (n) -- O(h")[I 2 < IlU(h "-1) - U("-I)II2 + 
][0 (n-l) - e(hn-1)ll 2 for n = 1,2,... ,N. We can remark that if h is not a function of At, it is 
impossible to have [lU(h ~) - U('~)II 2 + II0~ ~> - o<~)ll ~ _< [tu~ " - ' )  - u<"- l ) l l  2 + 110~ "-1) - o<"-1)[I 2 
for all n due to the special approximation i  Vh x Vh. 
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In order to track the velocity and temperature field (U, O) we use a linear feedback control 
law 
fh (n) = --~/lW(h n), T (n) = --~2~t (n), (4.2) 
with 7~ > M, 72 -> N, 
2 0 K° 2 fl v2K4 
M = max ' "~'~ []~U[IL~((0'T);L2(f~)) -{- 2 + 32~ 
{ 1 4 f l ,~C1} 
N = max O,-~[[VO][L~((O,T);L~(n)) + 2 2 " 
4 ' 
W(h n) = Up ) --U(h '0 and #(n) = O(h ~) _Op)"  The existence of the solution of (4.1) with f(~) and Th (~) 
defined by (4.2) can be proved using the same techniques used for the stationary Boussinesq 
equations. 
4.3. Dynamics  for the  Ful ly D iscrete  Cont ro l  P rob lem 
Now we study briefly the behavior of the fully discrete solution of problem (4.1). The purpose 
of this control is to take appropriate action in order to track the velocity and temperature fields 
over time. With this control the goal is achieved and [[U(h n) -- U('q[[ 2 + 1[8(h n) -- O(h'q][ 2 decay to 
zero exponentially as time increases. 
THEOREM 4.1. The solution of the problem defined in (4.1) is in the admissible set. We also 
have that 
u(hn)  C(h~ ) 2+ o(n) - O(h~ ) 2 <-- (1 + 27At)  -n  (llTrhuo -- 7rhUol[ 2 + llTrhO0 -- ~"Oo11=), 
Ko 2 fl v2 K 4 vCo 
where 7 = min 71 - ~-HVUHL=((0,T);L2(n)) 2 32-----~ + T 
i 4 fl t~C1] 
72 - ~I IVOl lL~((0,T) ,L~(~))  -- ~ + - -2 - - f  
PROOF. Let (Uh, Ph, 8h) be a generalized solution of the fully discrete Boussinesq approximation 
for fh = --71Wh and rn = --72tth. For this particular (Uh, Ph, Oh, fh,Zh) we have 
-~, -u~ ,v~+~0~,v~)÷~0~o~,o~,~j÷~(v~,~)  
1-(¢,- ¢-1,,s 4 ÷a~ (¢' ,s~)+~, (¢',0'~ )--(¢'+ ~,  ~). 
At h , 
We set w (n) = u(h n) -- U (n), #(~) = O (n) - 0 (n) and rewrite the above equations in the following 
way: 
1 (w~ ~ol, , (w~,,vh)÷ ~ h,  h v~)÷~0,wh ,oh vh) - -  - w h ,Vh) + vao Do/wOO w(~) (" (~) .v(~) 
At 
+~o-~ ) ~o~, w~ (~), v~j~ ÷ ~ (v~, ~o))_- ~ (~) ,  v~) _ ~ (<) ,  v~) 
At 
[u(n)  (n) "~ (~(n) ,Sh) .  
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, (~) the above equations give Now, if Vh = W(h ") and sh = ~h ,
1 1 w~n/5+ wi~> - ~ , )  (w~ ~ u(~) w(.) ~ 2At ~- t  Wh 2+v VW (n) 2+bo\  h , h , h ) 
- d (' ("), w (')~ i -i) j2 j - ,.,~,~ . ~ + ~-~ w2 _ ~,, w2 ) 5, 
1 1 
2At "(hn) 2 -~- ~- t  ,(hn ) (n--')l]2 t~ VU(h n) 2 + ~"h ' 'h  't~h ,] -- .u' h -~- bl (' '  (n) (~(n) , (n)'~ 
_ 1 #(~_,) 2_72 #(~) 2 
2At 
and thus 
1 w(n) 2 2 + 80 
2At +v  Vw(h ~) k h ,~h ,{w( ' )*T(~) W(~)~h  
1 
< ~ w~ °-'> ~-  71 w~ ) ~ + z 4 ~> ,,¢) , 
i ~ Vp(h,, ) 5+8 i (w(,,) O(,,), , ( , , ) )  < i ( - - I )  5 
From the continuity of the trilinear form, we have 
1 w(h~ ) =+~ Vw(h~)2_KollVUll Vw(h ~) w(h ~) +~, wl ~)2 2At 
1 
2At 
+72 #(n) 2 <2-Atl ~h(n-1) 2 . 
Using ¥oung's inequality gives 
L wr>L,+  - - -~  }IvuIF wl  ") 5 +Vl wi n) 2 2At 
~3 1 5 Z ,(hn) 5 2 W(h. ) 2+ ,(hn ) 2+/~ V,(hn) tJ2Kl 4 w(hn) 2 
2 - ~ 32~ 
vw O 2 1 4°>5 v4°>2 7 - ~-  IlVOll 4 - ~ + 72 /h  n) 5 
(1  Ko ~ ~ ~5K4) w~n> 2 ~, Vw~,,> 2 = h--£7+71-~-~ Ilvvll2 ~ ~ +7 
+ ~- i  + 75 - V I lVel l4 - + 
i ( (hn_ l )  2 _1) 2 ) 
<- 2~---i w + ,(~'~ . 
By applying Poincard's inequality we have 
(1  K~ ~ v2K~ _ .~)  w(h,,) 2 
~h~ + 7, - ~ I lVUl l '  2 32~ + 
+ ~+75-  I lVe l l  4 /~ -~+ < 
or 
2At 
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and by substituting the recursive inequality in itself we find 
+ + (o) 2 w:, ) 
If 7At << 1, we have that 
U(hn) O(hn ) 2+ 0(n>- O(hn> 2 ~< e_27 t ( l l~.u ° _ ~.Uol l ,  + II~h0o - ~.Ooll 2) 
and we have exponential decay in time. We can note that for large At small 3' is required. 
THEOREM 4.2. For the solution of  the problem defined in (4.1), we have that 
U~:t ) - -  u(n) 2.~_ O(hn ) - -  o(n) 2 
< 2 (1 + 27At) -n ( l l ."uo-."UolI2 + t l "0o-  ~Oo11') + 2h4C ' (llUII2 2 + 11o112~), 
for all n = 1, 2 . . . .  , N,  where 
Ko 2 
7 = rain 7, - -Z--[IVUIIL=((0,T);L2(~)) 
2 / /  2 
.2K~ + ~Co 
32~ 4 ' 
i 4 /3 ~C1] 
~2 - ~IIVOIIL~((O,T);L~(n)) -- ~ + --~--f 
PROOF. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1 and the inequality 
u(~ ) _ u (n )  2 + o(~ ) _ o(" )  2 
5. THE COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM 
AND NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
To get the linear feedback control solution, we need to solve the following system of equations: 
ut + (u. V)u - ~Au + Vp + Z0g + 71(u - U) = F, 
v .  u = 0, (5.1) 
0t - ~AO + (u .  V )0  + -r:(0 - Os)  = T ,  
in (0,T) x • with initial conditions u(0, x) = uo(x) and 0(0, x) = 0o(X), and homogeneous 
boundary conditions. 
Let N (t~}~=l be a partition of [0, T] into equal intervals At  ---- T /N  and t~ = to + nAt  with 
to = 0 and t g = T. For a fixed At, let Xh C Hol(~), Sh C L2(~), and Xh C H I (~)  be families 
of finite*dimensional subspaces parameterized by h that tends to zero. Then, a discretization 
of (5.1) is given by 
--1 ( !n -- (n--l) ~ (U (n) Vh)-{-C(U(n)'u (n) v ~ -{-b (Vh,P(h n)) 
At  
b (u (,0 ) (5.2) i x h ,qh = O, Vqh C Sh, 
_ _  ( - (~)  8(~) .,. "~ (~(n) ~)h) -[-Cl tUh , h "qZh) , (<,_o(: -1,  , 
At 
-----72 (0(hn)- 0 (=) )+ T (~) , V~)hEZh,  
for N = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N, initial velocity U(h0)(X) ---- ~rhuo(X), and homogeneous boundary condition. 
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5.1. The  Computat iona l  A lgor i thm 
The effect of time-discretization of system (5.2) is made difficult through a couple of problems. 
First, the coupling of the different functions in the flow part and temperature part gives rise to 
large matrices that limit the flexibility of a fully implicit discretization matrices, due to limited 
computational resources. Second, we have to choose a stable finite-element discretization pairing, 
such as Taylor-Hood finite element, for the velocity and pressure fields to satisfy the LBB condi- 
tion of Ladyszhenskaya, Babuska and Brezzi. Finally, the nonlinear part given by the convective 
term requires a careful numerical treatment. 
In order to reduce the computational effort in a significant way, a splitting scheme is proposed 
that decouples the computation of iterates of velocity field, pressure field, and temperature field 
at each iteration step. The velocity field and pressure iterates can be computed in a decoupled 
manner through the projection method of Chorin, see [15,16]. 
The scheme then is: given {u(~),0(n)}, determine  {u(n+l/2),p(n+l),o (n+l)) in the following 
way: 
(I) Start with an initial conditions u (°) -- uo ,  0 (°) -- to. 




= + sIo  _ - 
(3) Determine the tuple {u (n+l),p(~+l)) 
1 {u(n-}-l)_ u(n+l/2)} ..[_ Vp(n+l) = 0, 
A--~ 
V • u (n+z) = O. 
. . . .  . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  i-.. i ¸ . . . .  
~.o.4 ....... i ...... ! 
~.o .2 .  " , i 
o Y x 
r~ j> ,  
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
x 
i : . . . . . . .  
o o 
Y x 
. . . .  :. - - _  :. _ - . ,  . . . .  , . . . .  
o.2 0.4 0.6 o,B 
x 
Figure 1. Initial temperature and velocity fields for target states and initial temper- 
ature and velocity fields for controlled states from the left. 
o.35 
o-~ 
I\ ~ o . l s  






0~ 0.~ 0.~ 0.12 0.14 0.16 o, t$ 0.2 0.0(I 01 0.12 o. 4 0.18 0.18 0,2 
Figure 2. History of errors in time, velocity (left) and temperature (right). 
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(4) Compute T (n+l) that is the solution of 
1 A~ (o~o+,~- o,o+,~}- ~Ao~+,~ + (,,~o+,~ ,~)o~+,~ = ~-~o~_ ~ (o~o~_ o~o~)~/  
5.2. Computat iona l  Example  
We consider a velocity and temperature tracking problem. We consider a target states (U, @) 
on the unit square domain (0, 1) x (0, 1) C R2. The target velocity and temperature are the 
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..... ..... i ....... i o, !!'° ........ ; ~  °" 
-~. OA 
i , 
~.  o.4 
1 
1 ° ~ ~  os • " " :: : ' "  o.e°'e 
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x 
,',/,,1.:;,' ::, /~ .--:::::-£-,.:.: -:: •  
x 
, , , ,  , : - - : : : : : : :  : 
:fg((C:2)) ,:-~-...~. 
O.2 O.4 O.e 0.8 
x 
i?~-:::::::iiii!iii   i 
: : : :2 - ' : ) ,  t 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
o.~ o.4 o.6 o.8 
x 
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~~1 ~: 
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X 
Figure 3. Controlled (first from the left) and target (second) temperature fields and 
controlled (third) and target (fourth) velocity fields, t = 0.001, 0,003, 0.005, 0.007, 
0.009 from the top. 
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Figure 4. Controlled (first from the left) and target (second) temperature  fields and 
controlled (third) and target (fourth) velocity fields, t = 0.05, 0,15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3 
from the top. 
solutions of the equations 
--~-(0U "t,x) - vAU(t, x) + (U(t, x) - V)U(t,x) - 30( t ,x )g+VP( t ,x )  
-- sin((0.5 + t)Trz) sin(2~ry)g, 
V. U(t, x) = o, 
Ulr  = o, u (o ,x )  = Uo(x) ,  
0___OO (t, x) - nAO(t, x) + (U(t, x)O(t, x) = sin(~rx) sin(27rx), 
Ot 
Otr = o, O(o, x) = Oo(x). 
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Figure 5. Controlled (first from the left) and target (second) temperature fields and 
controlled (third) and target (fourth) velocity fields, t = 0.35, 0,4, 0.5 from the top. 
We use equal intervals of time At ---- 0.001. The finite-element spaces are chosen to be piecewise 
quadratic for the velocity and linear for the pressure, i.e., the Taylor-Hood finite-element pair. 
The mesh size is h = 1/20. The initial velocity Uo rotates in the opposite direction to the initial 
target velocity U0. Figure 1 shows the initial temperature and velocity fields for the target states 
(U0, Oo) and controlled states (u0, 00). 
For the calculation, D = 50, 71 = 10, and 72 = 10 are used. Figure 2 shows the rror [[Uh--Uhll 
between the calculated discretized controlled flow and the exact target flow. Figure 2 also shows 
the error ]10h --@hll between the calculated discretized controlled temperature and the exact 
target temperature. As shown in Figure 2, the discretized controlled states Uh and Oh converge 
to the discretized target states Uh and O, respectively. 
The flow and temperature evolutions are given in Figures 3-5. We see that the change of flow 
field in shape is so quick that it is difficult to see the full evolution without using very small time 
steps. The change of temperature field in shape is relatively slow. The errors IlUh -- Uhll and 
[[0h -- Oh[[ rapidly go to zero. 
We have tested for various values of 71 and 72. In this paper we concentrated ourselves in 
the theory of linear feedback control for the Boussinesq equations. In this reason, we have only 
reported the case of 71 = 72 = 10 in this paper. We will report the several efficient numerical 
methods and the various cases for the values of V] and 72 in another paper. 
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